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Pre-Grid: LHC Computing Models
In 1999-2000 the “LHC Computing Review” analyzed the computing needs of 
the LHC experiments and built a hierarchical structure of computing 
centres: Tier-0, Tier-1, Tier-2s, Tier-3s…

Every centre would have been connected rigidly only to its reference higher Tier 
and its dependent lower Tiers
Users would have had login rights only to “their” computing centres, plus some 
limited access to higher Tiers in the same hierarchical line
Data would have been distributed in a rigid way, with a high level of progressive 
information reduction along the chain

This model could have worked, although with major disparities between 
members of the same Collaboration depending on their geographical location
The advent of Grid projects in 2000-2001 changed this picture 
substantially

The possibility of sharing resources (data storage and CPU capacity) blurred the 
boundaries between the Tiers and removed geographical disparities
The computing models of the LHC experiments were revised to take these new 
possibilities into account
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Pre-Grid: HEP Work Models
The work model of most HEP physicists did not evolve much during the 
last 20 years:

Log into a large computing centre where you have access 
Use the local batch facility for bulk analysis
Keep your program files on a distributed file system (usually AFS)
Have a sample of data on group/project space on disk (also on AFS)
Access the bulk of the data in a mass storage system (“tape”) through a 
staging front-end disk cache

Therefore the initial expectations for a Grid system were rather simple:
Have a “Grid login” to gain access to all facilities from the home computer
Have a simple job submission system (“gsub” instead of “bsub”…)
List, read, write files anywhere using a Grid file system (seen as an extension 
of AFS)

As we all know, all this turned out to be much easier said than done!
E.g., nobody in those times even thought of asking questions such as “what is 
my job success probability?” or “shall I be able to get my file back?”…
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First Grid Deployments

In 2003-2004, the first Grid middleware suites were deployed 
on computing facilities available to HEP (LHC) experiments

NorduGrid (ARC) in Scandinavia and a few other countries

Grid3 (VDT) in the US

LCG (EDG) in most of Europe and elsewhere (Taiwan, Canada…)

The LHC experiments were immediately confronted with the 
multiplicity of m/w stacks to work with, and had to design their 
own interface layers on top of them

Some experiments (ALICE, LHCb) chose to build a thick layer that
uses only the lower-level services of the Grid m/w

ATLAS chose to build a thin layer that made maximal use of all 
provided Grid services (and provided for them where they were 
missing, e.g. job distribution in Grid3)
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ATLAS Production System (2003-2005)
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Communication Problems?
Clearly both the functionality and performance of first Grid deployments 
fell rather short of the expectations:

VO Management:
Once a person has a Grid certificate and is a member of a VO, he/she can use ALL 
available processing and storage resources

And it is even difficult a posteriori to find out who did it!
No job priorities, no fair share, no storage allocations, no user/group accounting
Even VO accounting was unreliable (when existing)

Data Management:
No assured disk storage space
Unreliable file transfer utilities
No global file system, but central catalogues on top of existing ones (with obvious 
synchronization and performance problems…)

Job Management:
No assurance on job execution, incomplete monitoring tools, no connection to data 
management
For the EDG/LCG Resource Broker (the most ambitious job distribution tool), very 
high dependence the correctness of ALL site configurations
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Disillusionment?

Gartner Group

HEP Grid on the LHC timeline
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2007?
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Progress nevertheless…
Because of these shortcomings, it was decided to (initially) restrict 
access to organised production systems and a few other test users
ATLAS ProdSys was used to produce:

~15M fully simulated events in Summer-Autumn 2004 (“DC2” production)
~10M fully simulated events in Spring 2005 (“Rome” production)
Many more physics channels in Summer-Autumn 2005 at a rate of up to 
1M events/week

It was operated by 2-3 people centrally (job definitions, ProdDB 
maintenance, data management, book-keeping, trouble-shooting) 
and 5-6 “executor” teams of 2-3 people each (job monitoring and 
trouble-shooting)

~15 full-time people in total during the peak production periods
ATLAS DC1 in 2001 (no Grid) needed at least one local software installer 
and production manager per site: we used >50 sites…

The investment in Grid technology paid of, but much less than initially 
expected!
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Realism
After the initial experiences, all experiments had to re-think their 
approach to Grid systems

Reduce expectations

Concentrate on the absolutely necessary components

Build the experiment layer on top of those

Introduce extra functionality only after thorough testing of new code

The LCG Baseline Services Working Group in 2005 defined the list of 
high-priority, essential components of the Grid system for HEP (LHC) 
experiments

VO management

Data management system 
Uniform definitions for the types of storage 

Common interfaces

Data catalogues

Reliable file transfer system
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ATLAS Distributed Data Management
ATLAS reviewed all its own Grid distributed systems (data management, 
production, analysis) during the first half of 2005

In parallel with the LCG BSWG activity

A new Distributed Data Management System (DDM) was designed, based on:
A hierarchical definition of datasets
Central dataset catalogues
Data blocks as units of file storage and replication
Distributed file catalogues
Automatic data transfer mechanisms using distributed services (dataset 
subscription system)

The DDM system allows the implementation of the basic ATLAS Computing 
Model concepts, as described in the Computing Technical Design Report 
(June 2005):

Distribution of raw and reconstructed data from CERN to the Tier-1s
Distribution of AODs (Analysis Object Data) to Tier-2 centres for analysis
Storage of simulated data (produced by Tier-2s) at Tier-1 centres for further 
distribution and/or processing
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ATLAS DDM Organization
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Central vs Local Services
The DDM system has now a central role with respect to ATLAS Grid tools

One fundamental feature is the presence of distributed file catalogues and 
(above all) auxiliary services

Clearly we cannot ask every single Grid centre to install ATLAS services

We decided to install “local” catalogues and services at Tier-1 centres

Then we defined “regions” which consist of a Tier-1 and all other Grid computing 
centres that:

Are well (network) connected to this Tier-1

Depend on this Tier-1 for ATLAS services (including the file catalogue)

We believe that this architecture scales to our needs for the LHC data-
taking era:

Moving several 10000s files/day

Supporting up to 100000 organized production jobs/day

Supporting the analysis work of >1000 active ATLAS physicists
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Tiers of ATLAS
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ATLAS Data Management Model

Tier-1s send AOD data to Tier-2s

Tier-2s produce simulated data and send them to Tier-1s

In the ideal world (perfect network communication hardware and software) we 
would not need to define default Tier-1—Tier-2 associations

In practice, it turns out to be convenient (robust?) to partition the Grid so that 
there are default (not compulsory) data paths between Tier-1s and Tier-2s

FTS channels are installed for these data paths for production use

All other data transfers go through normal network routes

In this model, a number of data management services are installed only at Tier-1s 
and act also on their “associated” Tier-2s:

VO Box

FTS channel server (both directions)

Local file catalogue (part of DDM/DQ2)
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Data Management Considerations
It is therefore “obvious” that the association must be between computing 
centres that are “close” from the point of view of:

network connectivity (robustness of the infrastructure)
geographical location (round-trip time)

Rates are not a problem:
AOD rates (for a full set) from a Tier-1 to a Tier-2 are nominally:

20 MB/s for primary production during data-taking

plus the same again for reprocessing from 2008 onwards

more later on as there will be more accumulated data to reprocess

Upload of simulated data for an “average” Tier-2 (3% of ATLAS Tier-2 capacity) is 
constant:

0.03 * 0.2 * 200 Hz * 2.6 MB = 3.2 MB/s continuously

Total storage (and reprocessing!) capacity for simulated data is a concern
The Tier-1s must store and reprocess simulated data that match their overall share  
of ATLAS

Some optimization is always possible between real and simulated data, but only within a small 
range of variations
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Job Management: Productions
Once we have data distributed in the correct way (rather than 
sometimes hidden in the guts of automatic mass storage systems), we 
can rework the distributed production system to optimise job 
distribution, by sending jobs to the data (or as close as possible to 
them)

This was not the case previously, as jobs were sent to free CPUs and had to 
copy the input file(s) to the local WN, from wherever in the world the data 
happened to be

Next: make better use of the task and dataset concepts
A “task” acts on a dataset and produces more datasets
Use bulk submission functionality to send all jobs of a given task to the 
location of their input datasets
Minimise the dependence on file transfers and the waiting time before 
execution
Collect output files belonging to the same dataset to the same SE and 
transfer them asynchronously to their final locations
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ATLAS Production System (2006)
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Job Management: Analysis
A system based on a central database (job queue) is good for scheduled 
productions (as it allows proper priority settings), but too heavy for 
user tasks such as analysis
Lacking a global way to submit jobs, a few tools have been developed to 
submit Grid jobs in the meantime:

LJSF (Lightweight Job Submission framework) can submit ATLAS jobs to 
the LCG/EGEE Grid 

It was derived initially from the framework developed to install ATLAS software 
at EDG Grid sites

Pathena can generate ATLAS jobs that act on a dataset and submits them 
to PanDA on the OSG Grid

The ATLAS baseline tool to help users to submit Grid jobs is Ganga 
(see talk by A.Maier later this afternoon)

Job splitting and bookkeeping
Several submission possibilities
Collection of output files
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ATLAS Analysis Work Model

1. Job preparation:

2. Medium-scale testing:

3. Large-scale running:

Local system (shell)
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Local system (Ganga)

Job book-keeping
Get Output
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Find dataset from DDM
Generate & submit jobs

Grid
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Merge results

Local system (Ganga)

Prepare JobOptions
Find dataset from DDM
Generate & submit jobs

ProdSys
Run Athena on Grid
Store o/p on Grid
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Is this all we need?
We (will shortly) have a Distributed Data Management system (DDM), a 
Distributed Production system (ProdSys), a Distributed Analysis system 
(Ganga)
In order to provide a usable global system, a few more pieces must work
as well:

Accounting at user and group level
Fair share (job priorities) for workload management
Storage quotas for data management

We are working on our side to define ~25 groups and ~3 roles in VOMS 
but we find a lot of resistance with the Grid m/w developers to 
implement these concepts in the middleware

Perhaps they are not trivial
Perhaps they must force re-thinking of some of the current implementations

In any case we cannot advertise a system that is “free for all” (no job 
priorities, no storage quotas)

Therefore we need these features “now”
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What next?

Assume all functionalities described so far will be provided 
during 2006. What next?

The LHC experiments will start taking data in 2007.
As a matter of fact, ATLAS is already taking real data with cosmic 
rays since the beginning of 2006

Now we need stability and reliability more than new functionality
New components may be welcome in production, if they are shown to 
provide better performance than existing ones, but only after 
thorough testing in pre-production service instances

We also expect that some of the tools developed by us and the 
other user communities will be taken over and integrated with 
Grid m/w distributions
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Conclusions

Perhaps we are on the positive slope and approaching stability
Discussions between providers and users have not always been easy…
but always fruitful!
The real test for Grid systems will be the turn on of LHC experiments 
with several 1000s people trying to get to the data at the same time…
NEXT YEAR!

HEP Grid on the LHC timeline
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2007?


